HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The principles of the IMAGO Project are strongly rooted in science, mathematics and
history. Evidence has shown that ancient Egyptian and Mayan pyramids, built to exact
specifications, created powerful energy vortexes. In that realm of connection to a “higher
power,” initiates were able to access higher states of consciousness and awareness. The
pyramids served as initiation or ascension chambers, complementing the teachings of the
ancient Mystery Schools.
Humanity has devolved from higher realms of knowledge and consciousness espoused
by Egyptian, Mayan, Vedic, Celtic and many other ancient civilizations. These cultures
recognized the divinity and interconnectedness of all things and were highly advanced in
the areas of cosmic science, mathematics, and spiritual development.
The Earth, the world and all life on the planet are now suffering, largely because
individuals and nations view themselves as separate from each other, from nature, and
from the Divine. This has brought People and the Planet to the brink of disaster.
As leading scientists warn:
“We confront threats to our existence that our fore-bearers never imagined; an earth
that is being degraded by the sheer fact of our existence and short-sighted choices.
It is a Hell in which some experts say, there may be no escape and perhaps no
atonement. Only through willful blindness can one be not aware of the challenges
we face, global climate change, polluted air and water, exploding populations,
habitat and species loss, water scarcity, desertification, murderous ideologies,
resource depletion, grinding poverty, endless wars of choice, ethnic and religious
hatred, on and on. And I’ve got mine, every man for himself philosophy that currently
infects our society, the evidence for our global predicament is based on abundant
science.” (Dossey, 2013)
To survive, our Earth must win the life-threatening battle with its destroyers, the current
devolved human race. To save its own life, Earth’s ultimate immune reaction (BioCatharsis) must render the human species extinct.
Modern Humanity has failed. Failed to evolve, transmute or in any other way transform
itself enough to reach the higher consciousness, wisdom and powers necessary to fulfill
its original assignment, necessary for the Earth itself to survive for any viable length of
time. At this time, the ultimate necessary human transmutation and reversal of suicidal
activity cannot happen quickly enough with the tools, teachings and efforts currently in
use.
As Earth’s Bio-Catharctic Human Extinction strategy accelerates now to converge with
full force, there must also be a way to secure a future human species - with evolved
abilities, sense and powers – that acknowledges its duty to concretely protect the planet
as original humans, Earth’s Bio-Cybernetic Regulators, were designed and committed to
do.

A QUANTUM evolutionary leap is needed for a future human race to survive.
Project IMAGO is the only scientifically credible and provable strategy to make this rapid
ascension and acceleration of human evolution possible. Just as the chrysalis serves as
the caterpillar’s vehicle of transformation to a butterfly, so, too will Dr. Savage’s Ark of
IMAGO serve as a vehicle of metamorphosis for humans.
Today, Dr. Philip Savage holds the scientific blueprint for a much more advanced form of
evolutionary chamber, the IMAGO Pyramid, where after his unique, remote, BioCybernetic processing inside these specially designed pyramids, the new humans will
emerge as complete, fully functioning, fully evolved IMAGO beings according to their
original blueprint, imago being defined as the final perfect psycho-morphologic
culmination of an animal after completion of all stages of the metamorphosis.
Project IMAGO is the ONLY solution that we have that can, literally overnight, ensure the
long-term survival of the planet and the existence of a future human race of IMAGO
Beings, a different, true New Human species capable and necessary to fulfill its original
duty to protect and serve life on Earth.
Dr. Savage’s IMAGO Project must be implemented now, and quickly, in the next few
months, while there is still time to mitigate the fatal conditions before Earth and humanity
become extinct. ONLY ONE Billionaire Sponsor and six months are required to build,
secure and active the IMAGO Pyramid Rescue Capsule.
Contact Dr. Savage if you would like to help.
+1 760 415 4550
Imago999@yahoo.com

